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Now that the dust has started to settle post the  S&P and Fitch ratings downgrades, we thought it useful to reflect on the 
implications of these actions and how South African investors should approach the credit ratings of their fixed income 
investments.

In order to do this, we’ll start from first principles.

What is a credit rating?

A credit rating is an assessment of the creditworthiness of a borrower and the likelihood that it will meet its financial 
obligations in full and in a timely manner. A rating can be assigned to any entity that seeks to borrow money including 
corporates, sovereigns and structured finance vehicles. Credit assessments are mainly done by global credit rating agencies 
such as S&P, Moody’s or Fitch. However, regional rating agencies also exist, such as Global Credit Ratings (GCR) in South 
Africa.

What types of ratings are assigned to borrowers?

Rating agencies typically assign two types of ratings; the “international/global” and “national/ local” scale ratings. 

International scale ratings assess the creditworthiness of a borrower relative to all other borrowers across countries. Such a 
rating provides a consistent benchmark for investors with a global focus who require consistent comparisons across multiple 
countries and, possibly, different types of borrowers.

National scale ratings assess the relative creditworthiness of borrowers within a specific country and are primarily used by  
domestic investors. 

When determining national scale ratings, country-specific risks faced by all local entities are not seen as differentiating 
factors, while such factors may well impact on the international-scale rating assigned to a borrower.

Rating agencies assign both “foreign currency” and “local currency” international scale ratings to a borrower. 

Foreign currency international scale ratings refer to the ability of a borrower to settle its foreign currency denominated 
debt obligations in full when they are due. This rating is of increased significance when assessing the credit-worthiness of 
borrowers who may be relying on earnings, denominated in a currency other than that of the debt obligation, to repay their 
foreign currency debt.       

Local currency international scale ratings refer to the ability of a borrower to meet its debt obligations that are denominated 
in the currency of the country in which the borrower is situated. An important technical point to note is that this rating does 
not take into account the impact of foreign exchange controls or the ability for the borrower to access hard currency in order 
to make timely payment on their debt.

In the event where the international scale rating of a borrower assigned by S&P or Fitch is BBB- (Baa3 in the case of 
Moody’s) or higher, such a borrower is referred to as “investment grade”.
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So why do we need national scale ratings and why has the South African fixed income market operated on  
this basis?

In South Africa, domestic fixed income investors have relied on national scale ratings when assessing the credit risk and level 
of risk-adjusted returns of different borrowers. National scale ratings provide increased differentiation across borrowers in  
a country. 

The international scale sovereign rating is an important input into the rating process and the level of such rating often limits 
the potential ratings of borrowers situated in that country. This is referred to as a “sovereign ceiling”. It is possible to “pierce” 
this ceiling, i.e. be assigned a rating higher than that of the sovereign, but this requires compliance with strict criteria such 
as the ability to earn significant income from offshore operations. In the case of lower international scale rated countries 
such as South Africa, this results in a cluster of high quality, non-sovereign borrowers from that country that are assigned 
international scale ratings similar to, or above the level of the sovereign. 

This may make it difficult to sufficiently differentiate credit risk across these borrowers by considering only the international 
scale rating. Typically, for a given country, the sovereign is seen as the strongest credit issuer, affording it a national scale 
rating of AAA. This is mainly driven by the ability of governments to print local currency and raise taxes, thereby increasing 
the sovereign’s ability to meet its debt obligations in full. Non-sovereign borrowers within a country would then be assigned 
a national scale rating based on their international scale rating adjusted for their strength relative to the government of the 
country in which they are domiciled. 

For these reasons, South Africa has been, and we think will continue to be, a market where national scale ratings are the 
“lingua franca” of most fixed income investors.

The manner in which national scale ratings were mapped to international scale ratings by the various different rating 
agencies, prior to the recent downgrades, is displayed in Table 1 below. 
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BBB-(za)

B zaB+

zaB
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B2 (B) Ba3.za to B1.za 
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B+ BB+(za) 
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Table 1: International scale ratings and associated national scale ratings as at 31 March 2017

Source: Ashburton Investments
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How have South Africa’s credit ratings changed?

Following the cabinet reshuffle on 31 March 2017, the three major global rating agencies have reacted by either 
downgrading the credit rating of South Africa (S&P and Fitch), or by placing it on review for a downgrade (Moody’s).

S&P announced its rating action on 3 April 2017, with the South African sovereign rating being downgraded as follows:

•  foreign currency, international scale rating: BB+ (downgraded from BBB-);

•  local currency, international scale rating: BBB- (downgraded from BBB); and

•  national scale rating: za.AA- (downgraded from za.AAA).

S&P indicated that the political instability and uncertainty resulted in the credit rating downgrade. Further, it has maintained 
its rating on a negative outlook, which indicates that there may be further downgrades to the credit rating of South Africa in 
the near or medium term.

Fitch announced its rating action on 7 April 2017, with the South African sovereign rating being downgraded as follows:

•  foreign currency, international scale rating: BB+ (downgraded from BBB-); 

•  local currency, international scale rating: BB+ (downgraded from BBB-); and

•  national scale rating: za.AAA (unchanged).

Fitch indicated that there is an increased risk to governance standards and public finances following the cabinet reshuffle. 
Unlike S&P, Fitch assigned a “stable” outlook to the rating which limits the potential of further rating downgrades by the 
agency in the short to medium-term.

Moody’s has not made a final announcement on the impact of the cabinet reshuffle on the South African credit rating. 
Instead, Moody’s placed the South African rating on a ’review for downgrade’ on 3 April 2017. Following this action, Moody’s 
will take between 30 and 90 days to assess the circumstances, where after it will pronounce on the rating which is expected 
to contain at least a one notch downgrade to Baa3 (or BBB-).

In summary, the major global ratings agencies have all determined that the credit risk of South Africa has increased. The 
impact of the downgrade of South Africa’s credit rating to sub-investment grade by S&P and Fitch has been covered 
extensively. Ashburton Investments’ view on the impact of the downgrades can be found in this article, South Africa’s credit 
rating downgraded, by Mark Appleton, 4 April 2017. Click here to read it.

The current ratings assigned by the major global rating agencies are set out below:

Description S&P Fitch Moody’s 
(S&P equivalent)

Foreign currency international scale rating BB+ BB+ BBB

Outlook Negative Stable Negative

Ranking Sub-investment Sub-investment Investment

Local currency international scale rating BBB- BB+ BBB

Outlook Negative Stable Negative

Ranking Investment Sub-investment Investment

National scale rating za.AA- za.AAA za.AAA

Table 2: Ratings assigned as at 20 April 2017

Source: Ashburton Investments

What about the rating actions on the major South African banks?

Traditionally, the major South African banks (Absa, FirstRand, Investec, Nedbank and Standard Bank) have been the second 
largest issuers of credit in the South African debt capital market after state owned companies (SOCs). Therefore, the impact 
of the South African sovereign rating downgrade on the ratings of the banks is a material event for the South African  
credit market.

Following its sovereign rating downgrade, S&P downgraded their international scale (local and foreign currency) ratings 
for Absa, FirstRand, Investec and Nedbank from BBB- to BB+. Further, the national scale ratings for these banks were 
downgraded from za.AA- to za.A. S&P does not provide a credit rating for Standard Bank. Notably, the subordinated debt of 
these banks is now rated za.BB+ making it (national scale) sub-investment grade.

http://www.ashburtoninvestments.com/za/individual-investor/news/insights/article/2017/04/04/south-africa's-credit-rating-downgraded
http://www.ashburtoninvestments.com/za/individual-investor/news/insights/article/2017/04/04/south-africa's-credit-rating-downgraded
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Following its sovereign rating downgrade, Fitch downgraded the international scale (local and foreign currency) ratings for 
Absa, FirstRand, Investec, Nedbank and Standard Bank from BBB- to BB+. However, the national scale ratings for these 
banks were retained at za.AA due their view that the creditworthiness of these entities has not deteriorated relative to the 
South African government whose national scale rating was maintained at za.AAA.

In summary, S&P has downgraded the national scale ratings of the major South African banks that it assesses in line with the 
international scale rating downgrades, however Fitch has retained the national scale rating for the South African government 
at za.AAA, resulting in its national scale ratings of the banks remaining unchanged.

What has the impact of all of this been on the South African credit markets?

The cabinet reshuffle and subsequent credit rating downgrades had an immediate impact on the South African credit 
markets. Following strong issuance in excess of c.R17bn during March 2017, practically all debt auctions were cancelled, 
most notably Barloworld and MTN, while Transnet raised only R20m compared to its target of R200m.

This reaction was similar to what was observed during more recent events such as African Bank being placed under 
curatorship in August 2014 and the replacement of Nhlanhla Nene as finance minister in December 2015.

Other than the cancellation of new debt issuance, the S&P downgrade of the South African national scale rating to za.AA- 
will create additional uncertainty in the market, albeit temporarily. As can be seen from Table 1, the sovereign local currency 
international scale credit rating is typically mapped to za.AAA on the national rating scale. We are of the view that S&P will 
eventually update its national scale mapping table to reflect South African sovereign credit rating as za.AAA once more. The 
timing of this is uncertain but the industry is engaging with S&P, through ASISA, to communicate the urgency thereof. 

Since the SA listed credit market operates off the national scale rating mapping tables, the impact of S&P’s national scale 
downgrade to za.AA- has created an anomaly. Non-bank issuers rated by Moody’s, Fitch & GCR, (and also potentially by 
asset managers such as Ashburton Investments that use internal ratings approaches), some of whom are less credit worthy 
than the large SA banks, now have national scale ratings above the sovereign and above the large South African banks,  due 
to their choice of rating agency. This will exist until such time when S&P updates its mapping table.

It is also important to note that the rating environment in which we operate in South Africa is fluid with multiple risk events still 
looming, including the seemingly inevitable Moody’s downgrade, with the big questions being:

•  whether Moody’s decides to downgrade the South African sovereign international scale ratings by one or two notches; 
and

•  the potential for S&P to close the rating gap between foreign and local currency, thus causing SA to be rated sub 
investment grade across the board. 

There will be far reaching implications if one or both of these events occur, most particularly if these actions cause South 
Africa’s ZAR-denominated bonds to fall out of important global bond indices.

The uncertainty surrounding the South African international scale rating also indicates that the anomalies in the market could 
continue to remain for some time, until such time as the rating agencies become broadly aligned and assign stable outlooks 
to their ratings.

What are the long-term consequences of the national scale mapping table recalibration?

From global precedent, the recalibration of national scale mapping tables following the downgrade of a sovereign rating has 
resulted in borrowers with lower international scale ratings then mapping to investment grade on the national scale. In effect, 
borrowers with a weaker probability of default (PD) will achieve national scale investment grade ratings solely due to the 
recalibration of the mapping table, rather than due to an improvement in the ultimate credit quality of the borrower.

All things being equal, this will result in borrowers which were deemed too risky for national scale investment grade 
mandates prior to the sovereign downgrade now qualifying for inclusion in such mandates.
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South Africa Brazil Russia Turkey

International scale ratings

FC: BB+ FC: BB FC: BB+ FC: BB

LC: BBB- LC: BB LC: BB+ LC: BB+

Outlook: Negative Outlook: Negative Outlook: Positive Outlook: Negative

National scale mapping tables

Global 
scale 
local 
currency

National scale Global 
scale 
local 
currency

National scale Global 
scale 
rating

National scale Global 
scale  
rating

National scale

BBB and 
above

zaAAA BBB and 
above

brAAA

BBB- zaAA+ to zaAA- BBB- brAAA to brAA+ BBB- and 
above

ruAAA BBB- and 
above

trAAA

BB+ zaA+ to zaA BB+ brAA+ to brAA BB+ ruAA+ BB+ trAA+

BB zaA- to zaBBB BB brAA to brA+ BB ruAA BB trAA to trAA-

BB- zaBBB- to zaBB+ BB- brA+ to brA- BB- ruAA- BB- trA+ to trA

B+ zaBB to zaBB- B+ brBBB+ to brBBB- B+ ruA+ to uA B+ trA- to trBBB+

B zaB+ to zaB B brBBB- to brBB- B ruA to ruBBB+ B trBBB to 
trBBB-

B- zaB- B- brB+ to brB- B- ruBBB to ruBBB- B- trBB+ to trBB

The current S&P national scale mapping tables of South Africa and other sub-investment grade sovereigns are  
compared below:

Table 3: S&P international scale ratings and associated national scale mapping tables as at 31 March 2017  

Source: S&P

As illustrated in table 3 above, South Africa’s current S&P mapping table has an international scale rating threshold of 
BB- and higher. This is a higher rating than is required for Brazil (minimum international scale rating of B), Russia (minimum 
international scale rating of B-) and Turkey (minimum international scale rating of B). 

In the event of S&P recalibrating the South African national scale mapping table to range in line with Brazil and Turkey, 
borrowers previously being assigned a national scale rating as low as zaB, may in future qualify for South African national 
scale investment grade mandates.

Moody’s applies a standard approach to deriving the national scale mapping table for South Africa. In the event of Moody’s 
downgrading the South African rating by one notch (to Baa3) or two notches (to Ba1), the national scale mapping tables will 
change as follows:

Moody’s international scale rating

Baa2 (Existing rating) Baa3 (One notch downgrade) Ba1 (Two notch downgrade)

Global scale local 
currency

National scale Global scale local 
currency

National rating Global scale rating National scale rating

Baa2 (BBB) Aaa.za to Aa1.za 
(AAA to AA+)

Baa2 (BBB) Aaa.za (AAA) Baa2 (BBB) Aaa.za (AAA)

Baa3 (BBB-) Aa2.za to Aa3.za 
(AA to AA-)

Baa3 (BBB-) Aaa.za to Aa1.za 
(AAA to AA+)

Baa3 (BBB-) Aaa.za (AAA) 

Ba1 (BB+) A1.za to A2.za 
(A+ to A)

Ba1 (BB+) Aa2.za to Aa3.za 
(AA to AA-)

Ba1 (BB+) Aaa.za to Aa2.za 
(AAA to AA)

Ba2 (BB) A3.za to Baa1.za 
(A- to BBB+)

Ba2 (BB) A1.za to A2.za 
(A+ to A)

Ba2 (BB) Aa3.za to A1.za  
(AA- to A+)

Ba3 (BB-) Baa2.za to Baa3.za  
(BBB to BBB-)

Ba3 (BB-) A3.za to Baa1.za 
(A- to BBB+)

Ba3 (BB-) A2.za to A3.za 
(A to A-)

B1 (B+) Ba1.za to Ba2.za 
(BB+ to BB)

B1 (B+) Baa2.za to Baa3.za 
(BBB to BBB-)

B1 (B+) Baa1.za to Baa2.za 
(BBB+ to BBB)

B2 (B) Ba3.za to B1.za 
(BB- to B+)

B2 (B) Ba1.za to Ba2.za 
(BB+ to BB)

B2 (B) Baa3.za to Ba1.za
(BBB- to BB+)

B3 (B-) B2.za to B3.za 
(B to B-)

B3 (B-) Ba3.za to B1.za 
(BB- to B+)

B3 (B-) Ba2.za to Ba3.za 
(BB to BB-)

Table 4: Moody’s international scale ratings and associated national scale mapping tables as at 31 March 2017  

Source: Moody’s
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According to the current Moody’s national scale mapping table, borrowers with an international scale rating of Ba3 (BB-) or 
better have an investment grade national scale rating. In the event of Moody’s downgrading the South African international 
scale rating by one notch to Baa3 (BBB-), borrowers with an international scale rating of B1 (B+) will have a national scale 
investment grade rating, while this floor reduces to B rated borrowers in the event of Moody’s downgrading the South African 
international scale rating by two notches to Ba1 (BB+). 

So what is Ashburton Investments’ approach to establishing credit ratings? 

Ashburton Investments currently assigns a local currency international scale rating to every exposure it enters into. This 
rating is also assessed on an annual basis, or more frequently if developments regarding the country, industry or issuer arise. 
The international scale local currency rating is determined by deriving a PD from internally developed quantitative models, 
which are overlaid with a qualitative analysis. Our rating is then compared with ratings assigned by rating agencies as a 
reasonability test.

The international scale local currency rating is then mapped to a national scale rating using the most conservative mapping. 
Currently the approach is linked to the existing S&P mapping table. 

Ashburton Investments will continue to map its international ratings to a national scale rating using the existing S&P mapping 
table. However, using this mapping table will now effectively limit national scale ratings to a maximum of AA-.za being the 
national scale rating that S&P has assigned to the sovereign.

Using this approach, our national scale investment grade ratings will continue to be assigned to entities rated BB and above 
on an international scale (as was the case prior to the S&P and Fitch actions). National scale sub investment grade ratings 
will be assigned to entities rated BB- and below on the international scale. By using both international scale and national 
scale ratings we will continue to distinguish between an absolute PD as defined by the international scale as well as the 
relative credit risk of each issuer as indicated by the national scale. 

Once the South African international scale sovereign rating has stabilised and the rating agencies have issued updated 
national scale mapping tables, Ashburton Investments will assess the landscape. In the event that we are of the opinion 
that updated rating agency mapping tables allow for too much risk in mandates governed by national scale ratings, we will 
engage with clients to re-align mandates according to the originally intended risk appetite. 

Concluding thoughts on some evolving implications

Firstly, it’s worth mentioning some of the interesting implications of the downgrades and associated rating changes:

•  A  number of highly rated issuers (such as MTN) may now be constrained by a sovereign ceiling leading to a downgrade 
of those names but lower rated names should be largely unaffected as the impact of the sovereign rating downgrades 
may be insufficient to impact the stand-alone corporate credit quality to such an extent that a downgrade is required.

•  State owned companies (SOCs) will be rated up to the BBB- local currency international scale rating. However, the big 
four banks will not be rated better than BB+. 

•  A number of strong South African domiciled corporates will also continue to be rated BBB- (local currency) or higher. This 
rating depends on the extent to which their credit metrics are sufficiently strong to pierce the sovereign ceiling as a result 
of significant offshore earnings, or other mitigating factors such as a strong international majority shareholder (e.g. Sasol, 
Medi-Clinic, Vodacom and  Bidcorp). 

This will lead to a situation where the debt of high quality corporates will likely trade at a premium (offer higher credit spreads) 
to the sovereign and the banks, despite having superior credit ratings.  

We believe that this further enhances the value proposition for highly rated corporate debt on a risk adjusted and relative 
return basis.

Finally, we believe that the long-term impact of the South African rating downgrade could result in investors inadvertently 
being exposed to inappropriate levels of credit risk in traditionally investment grade mandates. Ashburton Investments will 
look to engage with investors to address such concerns by either:

•  setting more conservative minimum rating bands or exposure per rating bands for mandates when national scale ratings 
assigned by ratings agencies are applied; or

•  applying local currency international scale ratings when mandate limits are set.
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The views expressed in this document represent the views of Ashburton’s investment team as at the date of publication and may be subject to change, without 
notice, due to altering external factors and market conditions. This information should not be considered financial or investment advice.  Ashburton will not be 
liable for any loss caused by reliance on any opinion or statement made in this document.   

Ashburton Management Company (RF) (Proprietary) Limited (Reg No 1996/002547/07) (“Ashburton”) is an approved collective investment schemes manager of 
the Ashburton Collective Investment Scheme (“Ashburton CIS”). Ashburton is regulated by the Financial Services Board and is a full member of the Association 
for Savings and Investment SA (ASISA). This document and any other information supplied in connection with the Ashburton CIS is not “advice” as defined and/
or contemplated in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 37 of 2002 (“the FAIS Act”) and investors are encouraged to obtain their own 
independent advice prior to buying participatory interests in CIS portfolios issued under the Ashburton CIS. Any investment is speculative and involves significant 
risks and therefore, prior to investing, investors should fully understand the portfolios and any risks associated with them.
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